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Introduction 

Gas Networks Ireland welcomes the recent publication “Consultation on developing a Hydrogen 
Strategy for Ireland” and the opportunity to feed into this process. 

Gas Networks Ireland operates and maintains Ireland’s €2.7bn, 14,664 km national gas network. 
Over 711,000 Irish homes and businesses trust Ireland’s gas network to provide energy to meet their 
heating and cooking needs 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

The gas network is the lynchpin of Ireland’s energy system, securely supplying more than 30% of 
Ireland’s total energy, including 40% of all heating and c.50% of the country’s electricity generation. 
Gas Networks Ireland believe the gas network can play a similar role in helping to deliver Ireland’s 
clean energy future, by safely and securely transporting renewable gases such as green hydrogen 
and biomethane. 

Gas Networks Ireland is already supporting Ireland’s journey to a cleaner energy future by beginning 

to replace natural gas with renewable gases such as biomethane. We welcome this consultation on 

the development of a hydrogen strategy for Ireland as a critical piece of national policy, which will 

enable the growth of green hydrogen in the Irish energy mix; all while enhancing Ireland’s security of 

energy supply and the decarbonisation of our energy system. The Irish gas network is considered 

one of the safest and most modern gas networks in the world and stands ready to significantly 

decrease emissions by facilitating a more sustainable and secure transition to a clean energy future.  

As an active player in the hydrogen sector in both Ireland and Europe (working with organisations 

such as Marcogaz and ENTSOG), with significant in-house skills, competency and technical expertise, 

and with over 40 years’ experience in managing gas networks across the island of Ireland, we are 

willing and ready to discuss any of the points included in this submission with the Department of the 

Environment, Climate and Communications in further detail.   
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Executive Summary 

Gas Networks Ireland is committed to supporting Ireland’s ambition to achieve net-zero emissions 

no later than 2050. We believe that Ireland’s gas network can and should play a central role in 

Ireland’s future clean energy and hydrogen economies and Gas Networks Ireland is ready to deliver. 

We are currently: 

• Preparing the existing gas network to accept hydrogen/natural gas blends from the UK; and, 

• Preparing for the injection of green hydrogen at appropriate locations into the gas network 
(in doing so, supporting the development of the solar and onshore/offshore wind industries 
in Ireland) 

In the future, Gas Networks Ireland believes that Ireland’s gas network will be the lynchpin in 

Ireland’s hydrogen economy by: 

• Connecting hydrogen production, storage and end-users within hydrogen clusters as they 
emerge at port locations and at other sites around the country; 

• Linking hydrogen clusters with each other and with other hydrogen customers via dedicated 
hydrogen networks; 

• Securing energy system resilience through medium term and long-term inter-seasonal 
storage and/or the import/export of green hydrogen through the repurposing of one of the 
interconnectors with the UK, enabling access into the UK and European hydrogen networks; 
and, 

• Enabling the optimisation and full exploitation of renewable electricity generation forms in 
Ireland by utilising excess generation that would otherwise be curtailed to produce green 
hydrogen for onward use on the gas network. 

Climate change is the most urgent issue facing the world and Ireland has responded via the Climate 

Action and Low Carbon Development (Amendment) Act 2021, setting a commitment to net-zero 

emissions by 2050 at the latest. However, Ireland faces significant challenges in meeting our national 

climate targets and objectives and those set by the European Union. While Ireland’s Programme for 

Government1 sets out a commitment to reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions by 7% p.a. from 

2021 to 2030, with the aim of achieving net-zero emissions by 2050, the latest report from the EPA2 

reports that Ireland’s greenhouse gas emissions have increased by 4.7% in 2021 (compared to 2020 

figures), adding that by the end of 2021 almost a quarter of Ireland’s Carbon Budget for the 5 year 

period 2021-2025 has already been used, requiring an 8.4% average emissions reduction from 2022-

2025 to stay within budget.  

On both the EU and Irish stage, there is now a clear recognition that achieving net-zero requires the 

complete decarbonisation of our energy system, and that existing natural gas networks will need to 

be decarbonised.  The Climate Action Plan 2021, published on 4th November 2021, affirms that 

“scenarios for net-zero emissions by 2050 include a potentially significant role for the use of zero-

 
1 Programme for Government https://assets.gov.ie/130911/fe93e24e-dfe0-40ff-9934-def2b44b7b52.pdf  
2https://www.epa.ie/news-releases/news-releases-2022/epa-data-shows-irelands-2021-greenhouse-gas-emissions-above-
pre-covid-
levels.php#:~:text=The%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency%20(EPA,a%20significant%20lowering%20of%20emissi
ons.  

 

https://assets.gov.ie/130911/fe93e24e-dfe0-40ff-9934-def2b44b7b52.pdf
https://www.epa.ie/news-releases/news-releases-2022/epa-data-shows-irelands-2021-greenhouse-gas-emissions-above-pre-covid-levels.php#:~:text=The%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency%20(EPA,a%20significant%20lowering%20of%20emissions
https://www.epa.ie/news-releases/news-releases-2022/epa-data-shows-irelands-2021-greenhouse-gas-emissions-above-pre-covid-levels.php#:~:text=The%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency%20(EPA,a%20significant%20lowering%20of%20emissions
https://www.epa.ie/news-releases/news-releases-2022/epa-data-shows-irelands-2021-greenhouse-gas-emissions-above-pre-covid-levels.php#:~:text=The%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency%20(EPA,a%20significant%20lowering%20of%20emissions
https://www.epa.ie/news-releases/news-releases-2022/epa-data-shows-irelands-2021-greenhouse-gas-emissions-above-pre-covid-levels.php#:~:text=The%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency%20(EPA,a%20significant%20lowering%20of%20emissions
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emissions gases (in particular biomethane and green hydrogen) and, in planning for the longer-term, 

we must ensure that they can meet their full potential”.   

As part of Ireland’s carbon budget programme, sectoral emissions ceilings have now been set for the 

electricity, transport, buildings, industry and agriculture sectors, with reductions in emissions 

ranging from 25% to 75% per sector by 2030, relative to 2018 emission levels3.  In addition, the 

agreement reached on sectoral emissions ceilings also commits additional resources for solar (more 

than doubling the target to 5,500 MW), off-shore wind (moving from a target of 5,000 MW to 7,000 

MW), green hydrogen (an additional 2GWs of dedicated offshore wind), agri-forestry and anaerobic 

digestion (up to 5.7 TWh of biomethane) – to further accelerate the reduction of overall economy-

wide emissions. Displacing natural gas with this volume of green hydrogen produced from offshore 

wind would remove around one million tonnes of CO2 equivalent from Ireland’s national 

emissions annually. Gas Networks Ireland welcomes this increased ambition and recommend 

further renewable gas-related actions to deliver same are included in Ireland’s next iteration of the 

Climate Action Plan. In our response to this consultation we have identified several hydrogen-related 

actions that could be included in the Climate Action Plan 2023, where appropriate. 

Gas Networks Ireland believes that while developing a hydrogen strategy is vital to stimulating the 

hydrogen economy in Ireland, it must be undertaken in the context of developing an overarching 

evidence-based road-map to net-zero, which includes identifying a series of pathways to achieve our 

future, secure and resilient clean energy system. As we have seen an energy crisis emerge across 

Europe in recent months, securing our energy independence has never been more important and 

developing a hydrogen strategy in isolation to a long-term strategy for net-zero and without due 

consideration to energy security and energy system resilience, could lead to detrimental unintended 

consequences at some point in the future. Gas Networks Ireland believes that at this point in the 

development of the hydrogen strategy and in the context of developing a broader roadmap for net-

zero, no clean energy technology should be ruled out and no assumptions should be made at this 

stage about which sectors of the economy will use hydrogen and which sectors will not. A resource 

which may seem scarce and expensive today (i.e. green hydrogen) may turn out to be abundant and 

cheap in ten years’ time.  

The SEAI’s National Heat Study reports that Ireland has the potential to produce up to c.90TWh of 

green hydrogen per annum. For context, 56.26TWh was the total gas demand in Ireland in 2021. In 

other words, green hydrogen has potential to significantly reduce Ireland’s gas imports and the 

geopolitical risks associated with these importations. Networked hydrogen will be critical to 

enhance security of energy supply and Gas Networks Ireland believe that as much green hydrogen 

(and other renewable gases) should be used to displace natural gas until the gas network has been 

decarbonised. Subsequently, Ireland could make preparations to be ready to export green hydrogen 

to the European market through the repurposing and reversing one of the gas interconnectors with 

Britain.  

Gas Networks Ireland believes the Department, as part of the development of hydrogen pathways 

for Ireland, should include a hydrogen pathway where the natural gas network is completely 

repurposed by 2050 and green hydrogen and biomethane flow through the network providing 

customers with access to clean and secure energy without significant disruption. 

 
3 https://www.gov.ie/en/press-release/dab6d-government-announces-sectoral-emissions-ceilings-setting-ireland-on-a-
pathway-to-turn-the-tide-on-climate-change/  

https://www.gov.ie/en/press-release/dab6d-government-announces-sectoral-emissions-ceilings-setting-ireland-on-a-pathway-to-turn-the-tide-on-climate-change/
https://www.gov.ie/en/press-release/dab6d-government-announces-sectoral-emissions-ceilings-setting-ireland-on-a-pathway-to-turn-the-tide-on-climate-change/
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Image 1. Our Vision: Ireland’s future hydrogen economy 

 

 

Gas Networks Ireland believes that a hydrogen economy, encompassing hydrogen production, 

demand, storage, networks and import/export, will become the lynchpin of Ireland’s future, secure 

and resilient clean energy system, and that hydrogen networks will play a key role in this future 

system, similar to the role played by the natural gas network today; supporting the deployment of 

increased renewable energy, providing resilience and flexibility to the electricity system and 

serving the heat needs of industry and businesses across the country. 

In addition, new markets will also emerge for hydrogen, such as using green hydrogen to 

decarbonise aviation and maritime transport, the production of synthetic gases and fertilisers, 

exporting green hydrogen to the UK and the EU, and inter seasonal energy storage.  

Gas Networks Ireland’s vision is for hydrogen and biomethane networks to displace natural gas 

networks over time, providing an opportunity for Ireland to achieve continued economic 

development, strengthen our energy security and achieve our net-zero emissions climate ambitions. 

While the first instance of hydrogen molecules entering the Irish energy system is likely to come via  

hydrogen/natural gas blends through the Interconnectors with the UK later this decade or through 

locally produced green hydrogen being injected into the Irish gas network, the use of hydrogen at 

scale is not likely to emerge until the 2030s and beyond as dedicated offshore wind farms are 

developed, leading to the establishment of hydrogen valleys or clusters. These clusters will likely 

develop around port infrastructure, where hydrogen production, storage, transport and end-use are 

likely to be in the same geographical area.  

As set out in the European Union’s Hydrogen Strategy4 “Local hydrogen clusters, such as remote 

areas or islands, or regional ecosystems – so-called “Hydrogen Valleys” – will develop, relying on 

local production of hydrogen based on decentralised renewable energy production and local demand, 

 
4 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0301  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0301
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transported over short distances. In such cases, a dedicated hydrogen infrastructure can use 

hydrogen not only for industrial and transport applications, and electricity balancing, but also for 

the provision of heat for residential and commercial buildings”.  

Over time, to reduce localised storage costs, for energy system resilience and to ensure access to 

green hydrogen for those hydrogen customers not located within the developing clusters, dedicated 

hydrogen networks will need to be built out linking these clusters together (repurposing existing gas 

networks where applicable).  

Utilising gas pipelines is the most efficient, cost-effective and secure method of transporting 

energy across the country. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA5), 

pipelines remain the most economic route for transporting hydrogen in large volumes.  

 

The Opportunity 

The detailed modelling that underpins the EU’s Climate Target Plan6 and as set out in the EU’s 

Energy System Integration strategy, indicates that renewable and low-carbon gases will deliver 

c.20% of the EU’s final energy demand by 2050, similar to the level of energy delivered by natural 

gas today.  

In Ireland, natural gas plays an even greater role in Ireland’s energy system today, delivering c.34% 

of primary energy demand and Gas Networks Ireland agree with the European Union’s assessment 

that renewable gases such as green hydrogen and biomethane, can and will deliver a similar portion 

of primary energy demand in the context of a net-zero secure and resilient clean energy system of 

the future.  

The Russian invasion of Ukraine and the subsequent risk to Europe’s energy supplies have fast-

tracked this transition. The EU’s REPowerEU Plan7 has doubled the target for biomethane, from 

17bcm to 35bcm by 2030 (compared to the Fit for 55 target) and has quadrupled the target for 

green hydrogen from 5.7Mt to 20Mt by 2030, with 10Mt being produced indigenously within the EU 

and another 10Mt to be imported. The new REPowerEU targets for hydrogen and biomethane, when 

combined account for around one quarter of Europe’s gas consumption. Delivering these targets will 

have a clear impact on Europe’s energy security and energy system resilience. 

Notwithstanding the above acceleration of ambition, Europe is facing an immediate energy crisis 

with the real possibility of blackouts and energy (including gas) rationing this winter and in the years 

ahead. While Ireland is no longer connected into the EU’s gas networks, energy and gas rationing is 

also possible in the UK8 in the short to medium term with a potential impact on Ireland, given our 

reliance on a single Interconnection point, diminishing indigenous gas supplies and absence of a gas 

storage facility. 

Gas Networks Ireland believes that green hydrogen and biomethane offer not only a pathway for full 

energy system decarbonisation but also a secure and achievable opportunity for Ireland to increase 

its energy independence through the diverse production of indigenous renewable gases. Coupled 

 
5https://www.irena.org/-
/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Sep/IRENA_Hydrogen_from_renewable_power_2018.pdf 
6 https://ec.europa.eu/clima/eu-action/european-green-deal/2030-climate-target-plan_en  
7 https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/repowereu-affordable-secure-and-
sustainable-energy-europe_en  
8 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2022/07/02/prepare-gas-rationing-winter-factories-told/  

https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Sep/IRENA_Hydrogen_from_renewable_power_2018.pdf
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2018/Sep/IRENA_Hydrogen_from_renewable_power_2018.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/eu-action/european-green-deal/2030-climate-target-plan_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/repowereu-affordable-secure-and-sustainable-energy-europe_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/repowereu-affordable-secure-and-sustainable-energy-europe_en
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2022/07/02/prepare-gas-rationing-winter-factories-told/
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with Ireland’s offshore wind potential, Ireland’s gas network is uniquely placed to support the 

transition to net-zero, while simultaneously enhancing Ireland’s energy security and providing 

opportunities for economic growth and development. 

Ireland’s gas network can act as a secure demand source for green hydrogen while demand in 

other sectors emerges (i.e. aviation, powergen, industrial heat, export). The unique ability of the gas 

network to break the ‘chicken and egg’ conundrum identified in the Consultation document can be a 

viable pathway in the evolution of the hydrogen economy in Ireland, providing a route to market for 

offshore renewable electricity, and thereby incentivising the growth of the hydrogen economy. 

Ireland’s gas network can also be utilised to safely and cost effectively transport green hydrogen 

from where it is produced to where it is used. While Gas Networks Ireland is currently investigating 

the feasibility of injecting green hydrogen into the gas network, work is also underway with National 

Grid in the UK to assess the requirements to facilitate up to 5% hydrogen/natural gas blend at the 

Moffat Interconnection Point (the point in Scotland where Ireland imports gas from the UK), by 

October 1st, 2025. While this work is being driven by the UK aligning with timelines set out in the  EU 

Commission’s proposed Hydrogen and Gas Market Decarbonisation Package, it is accepted that 

blended hydrogen/natural gas blend flows over the interconnector are unlikely before the late 

2020s. Gas Networks Ireland, as a prudent system operator is working to ready the network in good 

time. 

Ireland’s gas network is one of the most modern gas networks in Europe and subject to further 

testing, trialling and development of an appropriate safety case, Gas Networks Ireland’s distribution 

pipes are ready to transport hydrogen, either at up to 20% blended with natural gas or pure 

hydrogen via repurposing parts of the network. Current testing of a range of gas appliances with 

hydrogen blends at the Gas Networks Ireland Network Innovation Centre in Brownsbarn, Citywest in 

Co. Dublin has shown the impact on appliance emissions to be positive (decreased Carbon Dioxide 

(CO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Nitrous Oxide (NOx) emissions) and the impact on appliance 

performance is generally very modest. In addition, at low level blends there would be minimal 

impact on the vast majority of end customers.  Blending hydrogen into the gas network allows 

significant volumes of natural gas to be displaced, providing substantial environmental benefits 

ACER9 estimate that the costs of repurposing natural gas pipes to transport pure hydrogen is 

around 10-15% of the cost of construction of new hydrogen networks while the European 

Hydrogen Backbone study10 states that the ‘the capital cost per km of refurbished hydrogen pipelines 

would amount to c.33% of the cost of newly built hydrogen pipelines’.  

The ACER report further adds ‘for volumes exceeding 10 tonnes/per day, pipelines appear to be the 

lowest-cost transportation option’ adding ‘distribution pipelines are preferred for local networks’. 

From an Irish perspective, the distribution network is a potential ‘ready-made’ network for hydrogen 

clusters, connecting production with storage and end-users, with transmission pipelines offering 

potential to join the clusters into a national hydrogen network. 

 

 

 
9https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Acts_of_the_Agency/Publication/Transporting%20Pure%20Hydrogen%20by%
20Repurposing%20Existing%20Gas%20Infrastructure_Overview%20of%20studies.pdf  
10https://gasforclimate2050.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/2020_European-Hydrogen-Backbone_Report.pdf  

https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Acts_of_the_Agency/Publication/Transporting%20Pure%20Hydrogen%20by%20Repurposing%20Existing%20Gas%20Infrastructure_Overview%20of%20studies.pdf
https://acer.europa.eu/Official_documents/Acts_of_the_Agency/Publication/Transporting%20Pure%20Hydrogen%20by%20Repurposing%20Existing%20Gas%20Infrastructure_Overview%20of%20studies.pdf
https://gasforclimate2050.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/2020_European-Hydrogen-Backbone_Report.pdf
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Conclusion 

As Ireland’s state-owned gas transmission and distribution system operator, Gas Networks Ireland 

welcome the Department’s consultation on developing a hydrogen strategy for Ireland. Ireland has 

the natural resources (wind, solar, agri-sector etc.) to meet all of our clean energy needs of the 

future, and it also possesses key infrastructure (including the natural gas network) that will be 

required to transport this clean energy from where it is produced to where it can be stored and 

where it will be used. Gas Networks Ireland is convinced that the earliest, least disruptive and most 

cost-effective way to decarbonise the energy consumption of those connected to and close to the 

gas network is to gradually decarbonise the gas network by displacing natural gas with renewable 

gases over-time. 

Gas Networks Ireland believes that from an energy trilemma perspective, it is critical that the 

existing gas network is utilised, where feasible, to transport green hydrogen. While blended 

hydrogen / natural gas will flow into the gas network in the coming years, in parallel, hydrogen 

clusters will need to be developed, where green hydrogen can be produced offshore at scale, 

transported via localised ‘island’ networks to industry and for clean electricity generation. For energy 

system resilience and to decarbonise gas dependant customers and sectors not located within these 

clusters, hydrogen networks will be required, linking these clusters or valleys. Ultimately, accessing 

the UK and European hydrogen networks, to enable the export of green hydrogen and the potential 

import of same, one of the existing gas Interconnectors can be repurposed to transport green 

hydrogen.  

As part of a whole of energy system approach to net-zero, and as we have seen from the EU and 

many individual EU Member States, the development of a hydrogen strategy is critical to provide the 

industry certainty required to drive the required investment. Key elements of hydrogen strategies 

already published across Europe include timelines, targets and financial support mechanisms. Gas 

Networks Ireland believes that Ireland’s hydrogen strategy must also contain these key elements. 

The optimum approach may be for Ireland to adopt a strategic ‘phased’ approach to the 

development of the hydrogen economy and to set out measures (and timelines) in the hydrogen 

strategy and the upcoming Climate Action Plan 2023 to deliver on these phases. A potential phased 

approach is set out below: 

 A phased approach to delivering Ireland’s hydrogen economy 

Phase 1 Getting the existing gas network ready to accept blends of 
hydrogen/natural gas at the Moffat Interconnection Point in 
Scotland and accept green hydrogen injection at certain 
points on the gas network 

2022-2025 

Phase 2 Support the development of hydrogen clusters, including 
the production, storage, transport and end-use of green 
hydrogen at key locations 

2023-2030 

Phase 3 Hydrogen networks are developed to link these clusters, 
providing resilience to the energy system and access to 
decarbonisation for gas dependant customers not in 
proximity to the clusters. 

2030-2035 

Phase 4 Repurposing one of the existing gas interconnectors to 
enable green hydrogen export/import, providing energy 
system resilience and access to the UK and European 
hydrogen networks 

2035-2040 
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Hydrogen Research 

Proposed hydrogen-research Climate Action Plan 2023 Actions 

1. Actions required to undertake a complete Gap Analysis to identify: 
a. how much green hydrogen is required to support the decarbonisation of Ireland’s 

energy system; 
b. the optimum process for converting intermittent wind into green hydrogen (where 

to produce, store and transport green hydrogen and how to build resilience into the 
process); 

c. how much inter seasonal and localised storage is required at various clusters; 
d. the optimum transport method for getting green hydrogen to end-users. 

2. Ireland’s hydrogen strategy should set out a series of ‘phases’ for the development of 
Ireland’s hydrogen economy, as part of a wider roadmap to net-zero. Action required to 
develop roadmap. 

3. Action required to identify and deliver the changes (technical, safety, regulatory) required to 
facilitate up to 5% hydrogen/natural gas blends at the Moffat Interconnection Point by 2025. 

4. Research is needed into blending and repurposing Ireland’s gas network to support Ireland’s 
net-zero ambitions.  

5. Action required to understand the impact of hydrogen/natural gas blends and 100% 
hydrogen gas for existing natural gas customers connected to the Distribution and 
Transmission networks including existing gas-fired electricity generators. 

 

Q1. Which areas of hydrogen research require further examination? 

A complete Gap Analysis should be undertaken into how much green hydrogen is required to 

support the decarbonisation of Ireland’s energy system; into the process of converting intermittent 

wind into green hydrogen; how much inter seasonal and localised storage is required and how this is 

achieved (where and how it is stored) and to identify the optimum (cost effective) transport method 

for getting green hydrogen to end users. This analysis should also include an assessment of storage 

requirements for short-term, medium-term and long-term inter seasonal storage requirements. 

This complete Gap Analysis needs to be undertaken within a range of hydrogen production scenarios 

and costs as the volume and price of hydrogen will affect its ability to decarbonise different end 

users. This work also needs to take account of the potential for blends of hydrogen to already be in 

the network from the UK gas transmission system where they are currently examining in detail how 

to inject hydrogen into the national gas transmission network. Gas Networks Ireland believes that 

this research, to understand what needs to be done to prepare the network and gas customers for 

hydrogen blends from the UK, should be on the critical path for the development of a hydrogen 

strategy for Ireland as it is this timeline that will drive the safety, technical and regulatory changes 

required. 

This Gap Analysis will inform further research which is needed across the full hydrogen economy 

value chain to establish the most economic model for Ireland (including production, storage and 

transport of green hydrogen). 

Research should ideally be undertaken on a prioritised basis i.e. which research is required to 

understand and answer questions relating to the critical path of Ireland’s hydrogen roadmap. 

Following on from the gas network readiness Gap Analysis (hydrogen blends at the Moffat 

Interconnection Point in Scotland and green hydrogen injection), there are additional areas of 

https://www.nationalgrid.com/gas-transmission/document/133841/download
https://www.nationalgrid.com/gas-transmission/document/133841/download
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specific hydrogen research which are applicable to Ireland and a phased implementation of a 

hydrogen roadmap.  

Further research is required to understand where and how hydrogen clusters will develop, including 

the identification of the optimum sites for green hydrogen production and storage. Research is 

required around the development of key port infrastructure, including repurposing existing gas 

networks, which will be shared by hydrogen customers within clusters. 

A significant amount of research has been undertaken across Europe into how the existing natural gas 

networks could be repurposed to transport hydrogen from a material selection and network 

management point of view and it is now being put into practice in countries such as the Netherlands11 

where they have started the construction of a national hydrogen network. 

Gas Networks Ireland has constructed a dedicated off-network testing facility, the Network 

Innovation Centre, at Brownsbarn Citywest, Co. Dublin. The centre can facilitate the testing of 

distribution pipelines, meters and gas with a variety of hydrogen blends. Initial results indicate that 

at low level blends there would be minimal impact on the vast majority of end customers. Modern 

domestic and commercial gas appliances are designed to cope with up to 23% hydrogen blend. 

Blends would be expected to increase in steps over a period of years. These developments would be 

well flagged in advance and more sensitive consumers would have time to adjust their equipment / 

operations for same. Current testing of a range of gas appliances with hydrogen blends at the Gas 

Networks Ireland Network Innovation Centre in Brownsbarn, Citywest in Co. Dublin has shown the 

impact on appliance emissions to be positive (decreased Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Carbon Monoxide 

(CO) and Nitrous Oxide (NOx) emissions) and the impact on appliance performance is generally very 

modest. Reduced Carbon Monoxide emissions reduces the risk of Carbon Monoxide poisoning.  

In order to support and build on this research a detailed study of how increasing levels of hydrogen 

would be integrated into the existing gas network could be optimised in relation to projected 

supply, storage and demand. This would take the form of detailed modelling of the network under 

different demand and supply scenarios, different blend limits, varying storage and interconnection 

availability. 

The potential opportunity to export hydrogen through an integrated hydrogen backbone (i.e. 100% 

hydrogen infrastructure using the existing or new gas interconnectors would have a significant 

impact on the hydrogen landscape in Ireland and would be an important factor to consider in the 

development of this research as it would deliver market competition, security of supply and demand 

through cross-border collaboration between European countries including the UK.  

The European Hydrogen Backbone (EHB) initiative, which Gas Networks Ireland was a part of along 

with 30 other infrastructure operators, published a detailed set of maps illustrating how to 

accelerate Europe’s decarbonisation journey by defining the critical role of hydrogen infrastructure. 

This was based on existing and new pipelines with a view to enabling the development of a 

competitive, liquid, pan-European renewable and low-carbon hydrogen market. In addition, Gas 

Networks Ireland took part in a European-wide study by Distribution System Operators on the 

readiness of Europe’s gas distribution networks. The study, called Ready4H2 , found that over 

1,000,000km of distribution pipelines are material ready for conversion to pure hydrogen. These 

studies should be considered in the development of the hydrogen strategy for Ireland. 

 

 
11https://www.gasunie.nl/en/news/gasunie-starts-construction-of-national-hydrogen-network-in-the-netherlands  

https://ehb.eu/page/publications
https://www.ready4h2.com/
https://www.gasunie.nl/en/news/gasunie-starts-construction-of-national-hydrogen-network-in-the-netherlands
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Other potential areas requiring R&D/solutions include: 

• Study on Energy System Integration potential as set out in Climate Action Plan 2021 

• Development of billing systems for distributed renewable gases 

• Development of blending injection skids for hydrogen 

• Adaptation of the existing gas network infrastructure and operational systems for hydrogen 
blends and 100% hydrogen 

• Further development of a Guarantee of Origin scheme for green hydrogen in Ireland 
 

Q2. What can an Irish hydrogen strategy do to drive innovation? 

An Irish hydrogen strategy can drive innovation by rewarding innovation. No technologies or end-

uses for renewable hydrogen should be ruled out at this point in the development of a hydrogen 

strategy as different technologies mature and costs reduce at different paces.  Rewarding innovation 

will likely result in accelerated cost reduction and faster uptake in the demand for and use of green 

hydrogen.  

A key driver from the hydrogen strategy that would drive innovation would be to set clear time 

bound targets, coupled with a transparent funding model for industry to deliver hydrogen projects 

which are geared towards rewarding cost-effective and efficient use of hydrogen. These targets 

need to be across the full hydrogen supply chain from production, transportation, storage and end-

use.  

The Hydrogen Strategy can provide the necessary confidence to academia, public/private 

organisations and investors, that innovation and R&D is needed to develop our hydrogen 

economy, which in turn allows these organisations to allocate the appropriate resources to drive 

innovation. Although we can leverage learnings from other countries, Ireland will need to develop 

its own knowledge, understanding and capabilities pertinent to hydrogen. 

It is important that the hydrogen economy develops in a guided fashion with a national strategy 

setting the milestone of what is to be achieved. This can assist in determining the priorities for R&D 

and innovation to enable the delivery of the strategy. 

The Statutory Instrument number 350 of 2022 was signed into Irish legislation on 12th July 2022 by 

Eamon Ryan, Minister for the Environment, Climate and Communications. Article 25 of the Statutory 

Instrument appoints Gas Networks Ireland as the Issuing Body for Guarantees of Origin for Gas, 

produced from renewable sources, including hydrogen produced from renewable sources. 

 

Q3. What are the research priorities for the development of each hydrogen end-use (demand) in 

Ireland? 

The HyDeploy project in the UK (https://hydeploy.co.uk/ ) completed a live trial in Winlaton in north 

east of England in July 2022, The trial supplied gas with a 20% volume of hydrogen blend to 668 

properties connected to an existing gas distribution network over the course of the trial. A number 

of trials with Industrial and commercial gas users have taken place which have successfully 

demonstrated blending up to 20% volume of hydrogen with natural gas, including two live industrial 

environments at Pilkington Glass and Unilever. 

A research priority would be to determine the applicability of these complete studies to Irish End Use 

applications and customers and the establishment of relevant local demonstration projects and trials. 
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Where there may be varying blends of hydrogen in the network supplying different categories of end 

users (both Distribution and Transmission customers), it will be important to research how this could 

be optimally managed considering the sensitivity of the end users to the variations in the blend.   

This must be done in conjunction with examining the impact of blends of hydrogen and natural gas 

being imported from the UK through the interconnectors as this milestone is on the critical path for 

enabling hydrogen enter the Irish energy system. 

In relation to hydrogen blends, from a technical perspective the suitability of injection of up to 20% 

of hydrogen into the existing natural gas network is a reasonable expectation, based on the 

research, testing and demonstration already completed in the UK and Europe. The impact on 

emissions is generally positive (decrease of measured emissions) and the impact on performances is 

generally very modest. Some specific technical challenges remain to be addressed and research and 

testing is ongoing.  

 

Hydrogen Demand 

Q1. What end-uses are there for hydrogen in Ireland (i.e. where hydrogen will be used)? 

The first hydrogen molecules to enter the Irish gas network will most likely come via National Grid 

through the Interconnector at Moffat in Scotland and will occur later this decade. Once this 

hydrogen flows into the gas network, it will provide energy to and help decarbonise end users 

across the country including over 25,000 commercial customers connected across the distribution 

and transmission networks.  

Gas Networks Ireland is working with National Grid UK to ensure that the Interconnection Point is 

ready to accept up to 5% hydrogen/natural gas blend by 2025, as per the EU’s proposed Hydrogen 

and Gas Market Decarbonisation Package12. This work is spread across a few workstreams 

addressing safety, legal, regulatory and operational challenges.  

When this work required to facilitate the hydrogen blends at the Moffat Interconnector is compete, 

Ireland’s national gas network can then act as an ‘always on’ secure demand source for green 

hydrogen in Ireland (notwithstanding localised network operational constraints).  

Hydrogen, via interconnector blends and early phase injection, displacing significant volumes of 

natural gas, can be used to decarbonise all sectors which are currently connected to the gas 

network, i.e. industry, power generation and low-temperature heat, given that hydrogen molecules 

will be blended in with biomethane molecules. It would seem prudent now to keep all options open 

to allow for potential technology developments, given the massive potential that Ireland has to 

produce up to 90TWh of green hydrogen according to the SEAI.  

A recent report by the ESRI13 found that the significant capital cost of retrofitting the existing 

housing stock may prompt a re-examination of electrification as the primary method of 

decarbonising the heating sector. Considering this it would seem prudent not to rule out any 

potential end-use for hydrogen at this point.  

 
12https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/markets-and-consumers/market-legislation/hydrogen-and-decarbonised-gas-market-
package_en  
13https://www.esri.ie/news/new-research-suggests-that-electric-heating-will-increase-generation-costs-and-decrease  

https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/markets-and-consumers/market-legislation/hydrogen-and-decarbonised-gas-market-package_en
https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/markets-and-consumers/market-legislation/hydrogen-and-decarbonised-gas-market-package_en
https://www.esri.ie/news/new-research-suggests-that-electric-heating-will-increase-generation-costs-and-decrease
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Prioritising certain sectors for green hydrogen use over others at this juncture, for an energy system 

we are building to serve us in 2050, seems somewhat premature. Technologies mature and costs fall 

over time. Where you might use a resource like green hydrogen may differ considerably if it is scarce 

and expensive versus abundant and cheap. Gas Networks Ireland would recommend that no 

applications or end-uses are ruled out at this point.  

Over time, the gas network can be repurposed to transport 100% green hydrogen. This pathway 

provides a route to market for the early developers, while the industry scales up and costs reduce 

and it helps to decarbonise a range of sectors including industry, power generation, heating and 

transport. 

Guarantees of Origin for hydrogen can play a pivotal role in the supply chain, providing an 

immediate link between supply and demand, especially for the first movers in this industry. Through 

using the network as a demand conduit for hydrogen, it can create an effective route to market for 

early developers which can be expanded as supply and demand grow.  

As noted previously, the Statutory Instrument number 350 of 2022 was signed into Irish legislation 

on 12th July 2022 by Eamon Ryan, Minister for the Environment, Climate and Communications. 

Article 25 of the Statutory Instrument appoints Gas Networks Ireland as the Issuing Body for 

Guarantees of Origin for Gas, produced from renewable sources, including hydrogen produced from 

renewable sources. 

In parallel, the development of hydrogen clusters will be key in meeting the demands of customers 

focused around industrial hubs linked by dedicated hydrogen pipelines with associated hydrogen 

production and storage. This will be anchored by industrial and transport applications, and electricity 

balancing. These will include the sectors where decarbonisation is hard to achieve, such as processes 

that require high temperature heat or steam. The hydrogen produced in these clusters could be 

linked to a wider hydrogen network which would enable resilience through links to other cluster 

along with a potential route to export hydrogen. 

 

Q2. How much hydrogen would be anticipated for use in each (in low, medium and high demand 

scenarios)? At what rate might that increase? What current evidence supports these projections? 

Our answer to Hydrogen Demand Question 1 sets out our belief that the gas network can and should 

form a natural secure demand source for green hydrogen in Ireland. Building on from this, the 

amount of hydrogen to be used in low, medium and high demand scenarios should be informed by 

long-term modelling to achieve net-zero emissions across our economy. It is important that the 

modelling to identify the optimum amount of hydrogen to be used in different sectors across 

different scenarios does not limit the ambition for hydrogen within any one sector, and also includes 

the opportunity to export hydrogen through dedicated hydrogen interconnectors.  

Potential Low, Medium and High demand scenarios for 2030 are set out below:  

• Low Demand – the recently announced Sectoral Emissions Ceilings for Ireland set out a 2GW 
ambition for green hydrogen from dedicated offshore wind by 2030, which equates to c.5.2 
TWh per annum by 2030. As these sectoral emissions targets do not meet the 51% reduction 
required, this could be seen as the low demand target. 

• Medium Demand – if Ireland could deliver its fair share of the EU’s REPowerEU target by 
2030 this would equate to c.17% of gas demand or c.9.75 TWh.  
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• High Demand – A 20% target (blending limit) would equate to c.11.5 TWh which could be 
seen as a high demand target in 2030.14 

In response to this question, Gas Networks Ireland wish to reiterate that prioritising certain sectors 

for green hydrogen use and ruling out others at this point in time and in the absence of a clear 

roadmap and modelling to underpin a transition to net-zero,  may be somewhat premature. 

Technologies mature and costs fall over time. Where you might use a resource like green hydrogen 

will be very different if it is scarce and expensive versus abundant and cheap. Gas Networks Ireland 

would recommend that no applications or end-uses are ruled out at this point in the process.  

 

Q3. What specific end-uses should be high, medium and low priority for green hydrogen use? 

The development of an extensive hydrogen supply chain will require the use of hydrogen across all 

sectors of the economy which have the means and incentive to pay an additional cost to 

decarbonise their activities.  

The gas network is an existing state-owned asset which presents an opportunity to break the 

hydrogen production/demand dilemma. The gas network can work as a secure demand source for 

green hydrogen production in conjunction with Guarantees of Origin, where the hydrogen can be 

blended with natural gas and biomethane, enabling dedicated hydrogen production to ramp up and 

allow demand to emerge in other sectors.  Over time, the gas network can be repurposed to 

transport 100% green hydrogen. This pathway provides a route to market for the early developers, 

while the industry scales up and costs reduce and it helps to decarbonise a range of sectors including 

industry, power generation, heating and transport.  

Hydrogen, via interconnector blends and early phase injection, can be used to decarbonise all 

sectors which are currently connected to the gas network, i.e. industry, power generation and low-

temperature heat, given that hydrogen molecules will be blended in with biomethane molecules. It 

would seem prudent now to keep all options open to allow for potential technology developments, 

e.g. in the fuel cell area, to enable Ireland to maximise its green hydrogen opportunity and if 

produced at scale then it could be deployed in a wider range of applications. 

It should be noted that there are over 25,000 commercial businesses connected to the existing gas 

network, many of which reliant on gas for high heat processing and for whom there is no alternative 

source of energy, other than gas. For these customers, accessing renewable gases such as green 

hydrogen will be critical to their economic success and for their decarbonisation. 

 

Q4. What are the potential options for incentivising for each of these end-uses? 

The use of Guarantees of Origin for hydrogen blended into the gas network will provide an objective 

means of tracking the commercial transactions of renewable gas through the supply chain. This will 

support the expansion of production, provide certainty for consumers who buy the gas and provide 

an incentive for gas producers to inject renewable gas into the network. 

Guarantees of Origin for hydrogen can play a pivotal role in the supply chain, providing an immediate 

link between supply and demand, especially for the first movers in this industry. Through using the 

 
14 The Northern Ireland ‘Path to Net-Zero Energy’ strategy identifies in its scenarios the need for c.20% of its energy to come 
from hydrogen by 2050. 

https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/economy/Energy-Strategy-for-Northern-Ireland-path-to-net-zero.pdf
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network as a demand conduit for hydrogen, it can create an effective route to market for early 

developers which can be expanded as supply and demand grow.  

The Statutory Instrument number 350 of 2022 was signed into Republic of Ireland legislation on 12th 

July 2022 by Eamon Ryan, Minister for the Environment, Climate and Communications. Article 25 of 

the Statutory Instrument appoints Gas Networks Ireland as the Issuing Body for Guarantees of Origin 

for Gas, produced from renewable sources, including hydrogen produced from renewable sources. 

This could provide significant early funding for projects as it would enable customers to decarbonise 

their gas consumption where they do not have alternative options due to restrictions with their 

process and product validations, investment timeline restrictions or available development space. 

 

Q5. How might the combined development of green hydrogen across multiple sectors synergies 

facilitate the development of hydrogen in Ireland?  

An integrated approvals process for green hydrogen related projects is important.  In an EU context, 

Ireland is a relatively small country in terms of geography and population density coupled with a 

complex regulatory safety and environmental framework model (EPA/Local Authorities/CRU and 

HSA).  Ireland should ensure its safety/environmental frameworks facilitate rather than hinder the 

uptake of green hydrogen related projects.   

Industrial Synergies:  Developing an incentivised financial market should be examined further and 

should facilitate innovation between the private and public sectors e.g. offshore wind, solar 

companies collaborating with commercial semi states i.e. Gas Networks Ireland.  This will ensure 

new hydrogen projects make use of existing assets under the ownership of the state through co-

location with new hydrogen related developments.  Co-locating new projects with existing assets, 

coupled with public/private partnerships, could work towards an overall reduction in 

safety/environmental impacts, thereby aligning with Local Area Plans, County Development Plans 

and National Planning or other National Strategies. 

 

Q6. How does hydrogen compare to competing technologies (direct electrification and other 

decarbonisation options) for each of these end-uses?  

Delivering deep decarbonisation will require all technologies to play their part and to this end, it is 

important to consider how green hydrogen can create synergies with other technologies 

Green hydrogen is still a nascent technology. However, significant R&D is driving down costs and 

increasing efficiencies (e.g. announcement in March of new technology delivering up to 95% 

efficiency15 with no need to produce expensive rare earth metals). Therefore, it is difficult to 

compare today versus more matured technologies, but by 2050 hydrogen is expected to be cheaper 

than most bioenergy and fossil solutions available16.  

In respect to direct electrification, electricity is c.1/5th of energy system demand today. This will 
grow with most 2050 energy models predicting electricity to make up >50% of final demand. 
However, the remainder of this demand is likely to be met by on demand fuels such as green 
hydrogen, biomethane and biofuels. 

 
15 https://www.despatch.com/blog/electrolyzer-achieving-95-efficiency-to-redefine-hydrogen-production/   
16 (https://gasforclimate2050.eu/)  

https://www.despatch.com/blog/electrolyzer-achieving-95-efficiency-to-redefine-hydrogen-production/
https://gasforclimate2050.eu/
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Q7. What are the competing fossil fuels that are sought to be displaced? 

By 2050, all fossil fuels will be replaced by zero-carbon alternatives. In the interim, an important 

consideration is which sectors can be ramped up/transitioned to green hydrogen in a short 

timeframe with limited disruption to end users, as this will enable the green hydrogen market to 

scale-up as quickly as possible. 

Gas Networks Ireland believe that green hydrogen should be used to displace natural gas until the 

gas network has been fully decarbonised. 

 

Q8. How can Ireland avoid hydrogen use that increases the overall level of energy used in the 

economy versus other decarbonisation pathways? 

It is important to consider the need for a quick ramp up of green hydrogen, whole system 

efficiencies and the costs to end users of competing solutions (both capital and operational 

expenditure).  

The EU sector integration strategy sets out a prioritisation principles approach, as follows: 

1) Apply energy efficiency first; 
2) Increase direct electrification where it makes economic sense to do so; 
3) Roll out hydrogen and biofuels in hard to decarbonise sectors or where electrification is 

more costly. 

Adoption of such an approach should ensure green hydrogen is used in an efficient and beneficial 

manner for various consumers. 

 

Q9. How should green hydrogen be incentivised in the electricity market? 

N/A 

 

Hydrogen Supply 

Proposed Hydrogen Supply CAP 2023 Action 

Action to assess the optimum transport mechanism for moving green hydrogen from where it is 

produced to where the end-use demand is located e.g. from the West and South coasts to the East 

coast. 

 

Q1. What is the renewable electricity potential that does not have a route to market from 

conventional grid connections? Could this be used for green hydrogen production? 

Ireland will need dedicated renewable electricity (from offshore/onshore wind and solar) to meet its 

potential for green hydrogen which the SEAI has identified at 90 TWh. 
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Q2. What are the most cost-effective ways of utilising potentially curtailed renewable electricity 

output for hydrogen production? 

The overall cost of converting and transporting energy needs to be factored into the assessment of 

financial viability.  As pipelines are a more efficient way of transporting energy than electricity 

cables, there may be renewable energy projects that are only viable (or are more viable) if they are 

used to generate green hydrogen than if they were simply exporting electricity, particularly since the 

electricity network has a more finite capacity and limited storage capability.  

Renewable electricity is difficult to store, but the production of green hydrogen and storage 

(including line-pack) would allow the production of electricity when the wind is not as productive.  

This may allow the possibility of storage of energy at a lower cost than existing models. 

At present, it would be difficult to drive a positive business case on grid connected electrolysers 

powered solely by curtailment due to the high capex of the electrolyser and low run hours due to 

curtailment (5-10% per annum). Since curtailment is spilled energy at times of high RES on the 

system, it is important to minimise this as much as possible. Grid connected electrolysers can 

provide a solution to mitigate the impacts of this; however, a more viable business model would be 

to run during times of both curtailment and low system prices (typically occurs at times of high 

renewables on the system) to find the optimal cost point between run hours and capex repayments.  

In a study Gas Networks Ireland supported, ran by the NTMA in 2018, the optimal run hours were 

found to be c.2/3rds of the year, based on running during lowest market prices. 

 

Q3. What should government do to de-risk efficient investment in green hydrogen production to 

supply Ireland’s demand? 

We believe that the Government should focus on specific measures to de-risk efficient investment 

in green hydrogen, in order to provide certainty to investors. Certainty should be provided in four 

areas, namely; targets, timelines, an appropriate financial support mechanism and assurances of 

access to the gas network. 

The development of an extensive hydrogen supply chain will require the use of hydrogen across all 

areas of the economy which have the ability and incentive to pay an additional cost to decarbonise 

their activities.  

The gas network is an existing state-owned asset which presents an opportunity to break the 

hydrogen production/demand dilemma. The gas network can work as a secure demand source for 

green hydrogen production in conjunction with Guarantees of Origin, where the hydrogen can be 

blended with natural gas and biomethane, enabling dedicated hydrogen production to ramp up and 

allowing demand to emerge.  Over time, the gas network can be repurposed to transport 100% 

green hydrogen. This pathway provides a route to market for the early developers, while the 

industry scales up and costs reduce, while helping to decarbonise a range of sectors including 

industry, power generation, heating and transport.  

 

Q4. What is the expected minimum capacity factor of grid connected hydrogen electrolysers that 

would be financially viable? 

N/A 
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Q5. What policy mechanisms could be used to avoid green hydrogen production competing with 

direct electrification? 

Green hydrogen production should be complementary to, not in competition with, direct 

electrification.  In fact, there will likely be advantages in transporting a proportion of renewable 

energy as hydrogen rather than electricity, even if it is ultimately converted back to electricity at 

market. Policy should be used to obtain the best overall integrated energy system for Ireland, rather 

than a system that relies solely on one form of energy transportation or another.  

Production and storage of green hydrogen for a time when the demand is required could be 

incentivised e.g. green hydrogen producers receiving increased payment for same volumes when 

there is no renewable input into the electricity grid. 

The EU has developed clear rules on how and when electrolysers can operate under their Delegated 

Act on additionality17:  

All Irish produced green hydrogen will need to comply with these rules and this will in turn mitigate 

any risk of hydrogen competing with renewable generation for direct electrification.  

 

Q6. Where would it be best to locate hydrogen production? Should there be specific government 

policy to locate hydrogen production facilities where too much energy being generated for the 

electricity grid to manage (i.e. grid constraints)? What spatial planning considerations should be 

factored into this? What role might ports play in the production and transportation of hydrogen? 

The development of hydrogen clusters will be key in meeting the demands of customers focused 

around industrial hubs linked by dedicated hydrogen pipelines with associated hydrogen production 

and storage. This will be anchored by industrial and transport applications, and electricity balancing. 

These will include the sectors where decarbonisation is hard to achieve, such as processes that 

require high temperature heat or steam. The hydrogen produced in these clusters could be linked to 

a wider hydrogen network which would enable resilience to the cluster through links to other 

clusters, along with a potential route to export hydrogen. Potential hydrogen clusters could emerge 

quickly around the ports of Cork, Dublin, Waterford, Galway and the Shannon Estuary where there 

already is a critical mass of industrial, transport and power customers with existing strong electrical 

and gas infrastructure. 

A detailed programme of research needs to be established to understand the most suitable locations 

to produce hydrogen and how it can be cost optimally integrated into the existing energy system. 

Electricity, gas, water and road infrastructure all need to be considered from a spatial planning 

perspective when deciding where best to locate green hydrogen facilities. 

Consideration should also be given to the fact that gas transported by pipeline is the most efficient 

and cost effective method transport energy across the country. 

 

 

 
17https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-
fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en
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Q7. What minimum sustainability criteria should apply to hydrogen produced in Ireland? 

The European Commission is developing rules on sustainability for green hydrogen use in the 

transport sector and we expect these rules will apply in respect of other uses of hydrogen:  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-

renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en  

All Irish produced green hydrogen will most likely need to comply with these rules.  

The EC has also defined low-carbon hydrogen as part of their work on the Gas Market Package and 

intend to introduce a Delegated Act detailing specific rules on sustainability of this by 2024.  

 

Q8. What policy mechanisms could be used to ensure that competition between green hydrogen 

production and other direct uses of renewable electricity is managed such that there are no 

negative impacts on emissions reductions or consumer costs? 

Green hydrogen production should be complementary to, not in competition with, direct 

electrification.  In fact, there will likely be advantages in transporting a proportion of renewable 

energy as hydrogen rather than electricity, even if it is ultimately converted back to electricity at 

market. Policy should be used to obtain the best overall integrated energy system for Ireland, rather 

than a system that relies solely on one form of energy transportation or another.  Such an approach 

could also drive competition between energy networks, providing consumers with choice, ensuring 

back-up in the event of system constraints/outages, and ensuring that costs are minimised.   

The EC rules on additionality for green hydrogen mitigate this risk:  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-

renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en 

Ireland will need to comply with these rules. 

 

Q9. What contribution could domestic green hydrogen supply make towards Ireland’s energy 

security? 

Green hydrogen will play a central role in Ireland’s energy security through developing an indigenous 

source of stored renewable energy which can provide a secure supply of energy when needed.  

In 2020, the European Union developed a hydrogen strategy, recognising the potential of the fuel 

source as playing a part in the Union’s target of achieving a climate-neutral society by 2050. 

Following the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, the growth of indigenous hydrogen 

production within the EU became even more important as a security of supply measure. 

Consequently, the REPowerEU plan published in May 2022 set a target of 10 million tonnes of 

domestic green hydrogen production and 10 million tonnes of imports by 2030, to replace natural 

gas, coal and oil in hard-to-decarbonise industries and transport sectors. The plan also recognised 

the need to accelerate the hydrogen market through increased sub-targets for specific sectors to be 

agreed by the co-legislators.  

RePowerEU details that replacing coal, oil and natural gas in industrial processes not only reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions but also strengthens energy security. In numbers, energy savings, 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/7046068-Production-of-renewable-transport-fuels-share-of-renewable-electricity-requirements-_en
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efficiency, fuel substitution, electrification, and an enhanced uptake of green hydrogen, biogas and 

biomethane by industry could save up to 35 bcm of natural gas by 2030 (on top of what is foreseen 

under the Fit for 55 proposals), thereby supporting the ambition of the European Union to remove 

its dependency on gas and oil imports from third countries, such as Russia.  

The SEAI’s National Heat Study reports that Ireland has the potential to produce up to c.90TWh of 

green hydrogen per annum. For context, 56.26 TWh was the total gas demand in Ireland in 2021. In 

other words, green hydrogen has potential to significantly reduce Ireland’s gas imports and the 

geopolitical risks associated with these importations. Networked hydrogen will be critical to 

enhance security of energy supply and Gas Networks Ireland believe that as much hydrogen (and 

other renewable gases) should be used to displace natural gas until the gas network has been 

decarbonised. Subsequently, Ireland could make preparations to be ready to export hydrogen to the 

European market through the repurposing of one of the existing interconnectors with Britain. 

The European Hydrogen Backbone(EHB) Initiative which Gas Networks Ireland was a part of along 

with 30 other infrastructure operators published a detailed set of maps illustrating how to accelerate  

Europe’s decarbonisation journey by defining the critical role of hydrogen infrastructure. This was 

based on existing and new pipelines with a view to enabling the development of a competitive, 

liquid, pan-European renewable and low-carbon hydrogen market and facilitating REPowerEU 

targets. In addition, Gas Networks Ireland took part in a European-wide study by Distribution System 

Operators on the readiness of Europe’s gas distribution networks. The study, called Ready4H2 , 

found that over 1,000,000km of pipelines are material ready for conversion to pure hydrogen. These 

would be a fundamental consideration in the development of the potential production, storage and 

demand for Ireland. 

 

Q10. What strengths does Ireland have in hydrogen supply chains? 

Ireland’s existing gas network is a key part of the hydrogen supply chain which is already in place. It 
is a national €2.7bn asset consisting of 14,664 km of pipelines, which is trusted to provide affordable 
and reliable energy to meet Ireland’s heating and cooking needs 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

The SEAI’s National Heat Study reports that Ireland has the potential to produce up to c.90TWh of 

green hydrogen if available renewable generation resources are fully utilised.  Ireland’s hydrogen 

targets should complement our potential for green hydrogen production. Gas Networks Ireland 

believe that as much green hydrogen (and other renewable gases) should be used to displace 

natural gas until the gas network has been decarbonised.  We should aim to produce enough green 

hydrogen to also decarbonise all other sectors that have a demand for green hydrogen. 

Subsequently, preparations could be made to be ready to export green hydrogen to European 

markets, given Ireland’s green hydrogen potential.  

 

Q11. What potential uses are there for the oxygen by-product of hydrogen production? 

N/A 

 

 

 

https://ehb.eu/page/publications
https://www.ready4h2.com/
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Hydrogen Transportation & Storage 

Q1. What methods of transporting hydrogen are best suited to meet the needs of hydrogen end-

use in each sector? 

The competitiveness of the different options will depend on the distance over which hydrogen is 

transported, and on scale and end-use.  

Transporting gaseous hydrogen via existing pipelines is a low-cost option for delivering large 

volumes of hydrogen. The European Hydrogen Backbone (EHB) Initiative vision for where the 

proposed network could be able to adequately meet the foreseen 1,640 TWh of annual hydrogen 

demand in Europe by 2040, requires an estimated total investment of €80-143 billion. This 

investment cost estimate, which is relatively low in the overall context of the European energy 

transition, includes subsea pipelines and interconnectors linking countries to offshore energy hubs 

and potential export regions.  

Transporting hydrogen over 1,000 km along an average stretch of the onshore hydrogen backbone, 

as presented in the EHB, would cost €0.11 – €0.21 per kg of hydrogen transported (€3.3 - €6.3 per 

MWh), with €0.15 per kg (€4.5 per MWh) for the scenario with medium cost estimates. This cost 

estimate would be €0.17 - €0.32 per kg of hydrogen (€4.5 - €8.7 per MWh) per 1,000 km in the case 

where the hydrogen is transported entirely via dedicated subsea offshore pipelines. These figures 

confirm that the EHB is an attractive and cost-effective option for long-distance transport of 

hydrogen, considering an estimated future production cost of €1.0-€2.0 per kg of hydrogen (€30 - 

€60 per MWh). These cost estimates represent a weighted average across a wide range of pipeline 

sizes and types – ranging from repurposed 500mm to new 1200mm pipelines and also reflect their 

respective distance and capacity-weighted shares within the context of the overall European 

Hydrogen Backbone.  

This means that even though smaller pipelines have a higher cost of transport per unit distance, 

their modest share in terms of length and capacity leads to a marginal impact on overall transport 

costs when considering as a method of hydrogen transport. 

In terms of large-scale green hydrogen export/import, utilising pipeline infrastructure is more cost 

effective, more secure and allows for a far greater volume of energy to be transported. When 

comparing the electrical East West InterConnector (EWIC) with the Gas Networks Ireland’s IC2, the 

max energy flow per day is up to 31 times greater in the gas pipeline, the comparable construction 

costs of the gas pipeline were less than 45% than the electricity interconnector and IC2 has never 

experienced an unplanned outage compared to a four month outage at the EWIC.  

In addition to being more efficient and cost-effective, compared to electricity lines, hydrogen 

pipelines have the additional advantage of a lighter environmental footprint. One pipeline can 

replace several cables that would need to be installed separately.18  Using hydrogen or renewable 

fuels to drive compressors would allow hydrogen to be transported carbon free.  The repurposing of 

existing pipelines is also advantageous in terms of public acceptance.  These points will be 

particularly important for Ireland as large amounts of renewable energy will likely be produced on 

the West coast and need to be transported to demand centres in the East. 

 
18 https://www.rolandberger.com/publications/publication_pdf/roland_berger_hydrogen_transport.pdf  

https://ehb.eu/files/downloads/ehb-report-220428-17h00-interactive-1.pdf
https://www.rolandberger.com/publications/publication_pdf/roland_berger_hydrogen_transport.pdf
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Q2. Whether hydrogen blends injected into the gas network is considered to be a good use of 

green hydrogen? 

Blending hydrogen into the existing natural gas network has several key benefits particularly in the 

initial phase of hydrogen development.  

1. Through the use of Guarantees of Origin, the injected hydrogen could be virtually traded to 
targeted industries19.  

2. Blending green hydrogen into the gas network would enable early project developers to 
have a clear route to an existing, scalable market for their hydrogen. Guaranteed access to 
the gas network for green hydrogen would significantly de-risk investment in hydrogen 
production. 

3. The gas network operational codes will be amended to enable the transportation of 
hydrogen blends to accommodate mixtures across the interconnectors from Great Britain. 

4. At low level blends there would be minimal impact on the vast majority of end customers. 
Modern domestic and commercial gas appliances are designed to cope with up to 23% 
hydrogen blend. Blends would be expected to increase in steps over a period of years. These 
developments would be well flagged in advance and more sensitive consumers would have 
time to adjust their equipment / operations for same. Current testing of a range of gas 
appliances with hydrogen blends at the Gas Networks Ireland Network Innovation Centre in 
Brownsbarn, Citywest in Co. Dublin has shown the impact on appliance emissions to be 
positive (decreased Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Nitrous Oxide (NOx) 
emissions) and the impact on appliance performance is generally very modest. Reduced 
Carbon Monoxide emissions reduces the risk of Carbon Monoxide poisoning.  

5. Hydrogen blending is compatible with other renewable gases (e.g. biomethane) as well as 
non-renewable gases.  Hydrogen therefore supports biomethane which in turn helps reduce 
methane emissions in other hard-to-decarbonise sectors such as agriculture. 

6. The existing natural gas network is compatible with a conversion to a 100% hydrogen 
network which could supply both 100% hydrogen directly to customers, but also supply 
hydrogen to blend into the natural gas network at injection points. 

7. Utilisation of the existing natural gas network will leverage existing skillsets, resources, 
systems and processes used to build, operate and maintain the network. 

8. Blending of hydrogen into the natural gas network would enable utilisation of any excess 
production of green hydrogen over and above other established / contracted demands. 

9. Demand for green hydrogen is likely to have some seasonal and / or short-term “profile”; 
having access to the gas network to spill excess production would allow hydrogen producers 
to operate more smoothly and efficiently. 

10. Blending hydrogen into the gas network would back out some natural gas and   decarbonise 
some gas consumption; as blend levels increase over time, so too would the degree of 
decarbonisation of gas consumption. 
 

Blending of hydrogen into the natural gas network would allow flexibility to accommodate varying 

levels of production and usage of hydrogen. 

 

 
19 The Statutory Instrument number 350 of 2022 was signed into Republic of Ireland legislation on 12th July 2022 by Eamon 
Ryan, Minister for the Environment, Climate and Communications. Article 25 of the Statutory Instrument appoints Gas 
Networks Ireland as the Issuing Body for Guarantees of Origin for Gas, produced from renewable sources, including hydrogen 
produced from renewable sources. 
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Q3. Would hydrogen blends in the gas network be a viable way to underpin investment and 

ensure lack of demand risk is mitigated in the event that hydrogen demand fails to adequately 

materialise in end-use sectors? 

Gas Networks Ireland firmly believe this to be the case. 

The best way to de-risk investment in green hydrogen production is to provide a guaranteed 

demand / market for all output or all excess output over and above otherwise contracted volumes. 

As green hydrogen production commences and develops over time, the gas network has the 

capacity and flexibility to provide such a guarantee for blending of hydrogen up to a significant scale 

of production (a 20% blend equates to 11.5 TWh of green hydrogen per annum based on current 

overall network volumes). 

Blending of hydrogen into the natural gas grid would allow flexibility to accommodate varying levels 

of production and usage of hydrogen 

 

Q4. Should there be a long-term plan for a transition of the natural gas network to 100% green 

hydrogen? How much of the network should be repurposed (should it be the transmission 

pipelines only or include some of the distribution network? Should the existing gas grid will be 

broken up into smaller segregated sections to carry 100% hydrogen in some areas? How would 

this meet needs of end-use sectors? What should be the timeline for this? 

Yes, there should be consideration given to the possibility of a 100% green hydrogen national gas 

network. However, such a possibility is long-term and unlikely to be realised until the 2040’s.  

In the meantime, Gas Networks Ireland believes that as much green hydrogen (and other renewable 

gases) should be used to displace natural gas gradually until the gas network has been decarbonised. 

The gas network is a fully integrated, unitary network, elements of which operate at different 

pressures (transmission & distribution). For cost efficiency and resilience, the network should 

continue to operate in that mode and the introduction of renewable gas blends, including green 

hydrogen, should not be viewed or managed pressure-tier specific, but should physically permeate 

the entire network. This would not preclude the operation of “nominal” flows or markets nor would 

it require same. 

Over time as green hydrogen emerges at scale, dedicated 100% hydrogen networks may be 

developed to serve hydrogen clusters or valleys and these will need to design-in sufficient security of 

supply and resilience features of their own to operate on a stand-alone basis. As and when more 

general areas of the network later evolve to 100% hydrogen transportation, it will likely be 

preferable to reintegrate these island networks for enhanced resilience and cost efficiencies. 

On both the EU and Irish stage, there is now a clear recognition that achieving net-zero requires the 

complete decarbonisation of our energy system, and that gas networks will need to be 

decarbonised.  The Climate Action Plan 2021, published on 4th November 2021, affirms that 

“scenarios for net-zero emissions by 2050 include a potentially significant role for the use of zero-

emissions gases (in particular biomethane and green hydrogen) and, in planning for the longer-term, 

we must ensure that they can meet their full potential”.   
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Gas Networks Ireland is committed to supporting Ireland’s ambitions to achieve net-zero emissions 

no later than 2050. We believe that Ireland’s gas transmission and distribution network can and 

should play a central role in Ireland’s future clean energy and hydrogen economy and Gas Networks 

Ireland is ready to deliver. We are currently: 

• Preparing the existing gas network to accept hydrogen/natural gas blends from the UK; 

• Preparing for the injection of green hydrogen at appropriate locations into the gas network 
(in doing so, supporting the development of the offshore wind industry in Ireland). 

In the future, Gas Networks Ireland believes that Ireland’s gas network will be the lynchpin in 

Ireland’s hydrogen economy, by: 

• Connecting hydrogen production, storage and end-users within hydrogen clusters as they 
emerge at port locations around the country; 

• Linking hydrogen clusters with each other and with other hydrogen demand end-users via 
dedicated hydrogen networks;  

• Securing energy system resilience through medium term and long-term inter-seasonal 
storage and/or the import/export of green hydrogen through the repurposing of one of the 
interconnectors with the UK, enabling access into the UK and European hydrogen networks; 
and, 

• Enabling the optimisation and full exploitation of renewable electricity generation forms in 
Ireland by utilising excess generation that would otherwise be curtailed to produce green 
hydrogen for onward use on the gas network. 

In order to determine the pathway to maximise the potential of the natural gas network to 100% 

green hydrogen, a strategic ‘phased’ approach to the development of the hydrogen economy should 

be deployed to set out measures (and timelines) in the hydrogen strategy and the upcoming Climate 

Action Plan 2023 to deliver on these phases.  

• 2022 – 2025 Phase one could include preparing the existing gas network ready to accept 
blends of hydrogen/natural gas at the Moffat Interconnection Point and accept green 
hydrogen injection at certain points on the gas network. The requirement to prepare for 
blends entering the Irish gas network at Moffat will drive the safety and regulatory 
changes required to support the development of a hydrogen economy in Ireland.  

• 2023 - 2030 Phase two could explore the development of hydrogen clusters, including 
the production, storage, transport and end-use of green hydrogen around some key 
ports or other appropriate locations. GNI will be required to build its case for safely 
using green hydrogen blends on its networks. This will be determined through leveraging 
international experiences like those in HyDeploy, UK, and existing industry/ academic 
research studies.  One of the actions associated with the Governments Climate Action 
Plan 2021 was for Gas Networks Ireland to evaluate the impacts of green hydrogen 
blends on its gas networks as well as end users.  To this end, Gas Networks Ireland 
would encourage that the outcomes from the research work are used to prepare and 
mitigate for any impacts associated with hydrogen blends, initially through small scale 
pilot programmes with customers/ end users. The aim of which will assist scaling up in a 
graduated manner, to larger hydrogen clusters.   The development of common 
infrastructure (existing and repurposed gas networks) should be central to this. 
Hydrogen infrastructure established under a regulated asset base will be central to the 
development of hydrogen clusters. It will be really important to spread the cost of 
common hydrogen storage and networking infrastructure across all future potential 
customers in a cluster and not penalise the first mover with high infrastructure costs.  
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• 2030 – 2035 Phase three could see hydrogen networks developed to link these clusters, 
providing resilience to the energy system and access to decarbonisation for gas 
dependant customers not in proximity to the clusters.  

• 2035 – 2040 Phase four might then look at what needs to be done to enable the export 
of green hydrogen, via repurposing one of the existing gas interconnectors, providing 
access to the UK and European hydrogen networks.  

 

Q5. What role could hydrogen storage play in Ireland’s energy system? 

Green hydrogen storage will play a central role in Ireland’s future clean energy system. Localised 

storage will be required within clusters to deal with the intermittent nature of green hydrogen 

production. However, to provide resilience to the energy system (and to provide guaranteed 

sources of green hydrogen to customers), and for Security of Supply purposes, Inter Seasonal or 

Long-term storage will also be required. This could also be provided in the form of direct access to 

UK and EU hydrogen networks via repurposing one of the existing interconnector pipelines. 

Gas Networks Ireland believes that a hydrogen economy, encompassing hydrogen production, 

import/export, storage, networks and end-use, will become the lynchpin of Ireland’s future, secure 

and resilient clean energy system, and that hydrogen networks will play a similar role in the future to 

the role played by the natural gas network today; supporting the deployment of increased 

renewable energy, providing resilience and flexibility to the electricity system and serving the heat 

needs of industry and businesses across the country. 

In addition, new markets will also emerge for hydrogen, such as using green hydrogen to 

decarbonise aviation and maritime transport, the production of synthetic gases and fertilisers, 

exporting green hydrogen to the UK and the EU, and inter seasonal energy storage.  

Gas Networks Ireland’s vision is for hydrogen and biomethane networks to displace natural gas 

networks over time, providing an opportunity for Ireland to achieve continued economic 

development, become energy secure and achieve our net-zero emissions climate ambitions. 

While the first instance of hydrogen molecules entering the Irish energy system is likely to come via  

hydrogen/natural gas blends through the Interconnectors with the UK later this decade or through 

locally produced green hydrogen being injected into the Irish gas network, the use of hydrogen at 

scale will likely not emerge until the 2030s and beyond, as dedicated offshore wind farms are 

developed, leading to the establishment of hydrogen valleys or clusters. These clusters will develop 

around port infrastructure, where hydrogen production, storage, transport and end-use are likely to 

be in the same geographical area. Over time, to reduce localised storage costs, for energy system 

resilience and to ensure access to green hydrogen for those gas dependant customers not located 

within the developing clusters, dedicated hydrogen networks will need to be built out linking these 

clusters together (repurposing existing gas networks where applicable).  

Gas Networks Ireland believes that green hydrogen and biomethane offer not only a pathway for full 

energy system decarbonisation, but also a secure and achievable opportunity for Ireland to increase 

its energy independence through the production of indigenous renewable gases. Coupled with 

Ireland’s offshore wind potential, Ireland’s gas network is uniquely placed to support the transition 

to net-zero, while simultaneously enhancing Ireland’s energy security. 

Gas storage facilities are critical infrastructure to ensure security of supply.  Storage facilities can 

provide customers with protection against risk of supply shortages and potential disruptions by 
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providing stability. Storing green hydrogen in significant quantities can also considerably reduce 

Ireland’s exposure to geopolitical risks associated with the importation of energy. 

Ireland’s gas network can act as a secure demand source for green hydrogen until demand in other 

sectors emerges (i.e. aviation, powergen, industrial heat, export). The unique ability of the gas 

network to break the ‘chicken and egg’ conundrum identified in the Consultation document can be a 

viable pathway in the evolution of the hydrogen economy in Ireland, providing a route to market for 

offshore renewable electricity, and thereby incentivising the growth of the hydrogen economy. 

 

Q6. What level of hydrogen storage should Ireland have? Where would it be best to locate 

hydrogen storage? 

It is currently common practice in mainland Europe to have c. 90 days (heating season) of annual gas 

consumption stored in underground geological formations.  Ireland currently has no large-scale gas 

storage facilities and Ireland’s only underground gas storage facility (at Kinsale Head) ceased in 2017 

and its physical infrastructure is currently in the final stages of decommissioning and removal.   

Post-Brexit, Ireland has its only gas interconnection to a non-EU state (UK) which itself currently has 

only 5 days storage.  In response to this storage crisis, the UK have recently sanctioned the 

rehabilitation of the offshore North Sea Rough Gas Storage Facility, with the UK government 

intervening to assist in the purchase of the cushion gas required to make it operational. 

With Ireland’s huge potential for offshore wind power, and hydrogen produced in Ireland most likely 

to come from variable renewable electricity sources, significant large scale hydrogen storage 

capacity will likely  be required over the coming decades, in addition to smaller fast acting buffer 

storage to enable flexibility and create synergies across the energy system (electricity, gas and 

hydrogen).   

Ireland could need up to 20 TWh of decarbonised energy storage to ultimately replace fossil fuels in 

the electricity system over the next 3 decades.  Whilst other renewable and short-term storage 

initiatives (such as short cycle batteries etc.) can play an assisting role to meet this scale, Ireland’s 

energy system will require much larger scale storage solutions or enhanced gas and electricity 

interconnection to address the intermittency of renewable power and absorb our full renewable 

energy  potential.  

For large scale storage requirements, significant geological formations can be utilised which will 

dictate where hydrogen storage will be located.  Ireland has a number of sites that could be utilised: 

the depleted Kinsale gas field; the Corrib gas field when depleted; or salt caverns at Islandmagee, Co. 

Antrim and off the Dublin and Shannon coasts.  The depleted Kinsale gas field, for example, has the 

potential to store up to 3TWh of green hydrogen – the equivalent of approximately 10 per cent of 

current Irish annual electricity consumption. 

In addition to subsurface storage, above ground storage tanks are also a possibility for large scale 

and long duration hydrogen storage.  Although not at the same scale as underground geological 

formations, above ground storage can be used for significant volumes and duration, can be more 

cost effective, and gives more flexibility where the storage is located.   

In addition to, or potentially instead of, large geological storage formations, above ground tanks and 

small pressurised tanks, the existing gas network can be used to store both small and large amounts 

of hydrogen using linepack flexibility.  Storage of hydrogen in pipelines can be done by blending it 
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with natural gas in existing pipelines or in the future in 100% hydrogen pipelines converted from the 

existing network or newly built.  

 

Q7. What is the potential acceptance of or resistance to hydrogen storage facilities in 

communities? What public engagement might be required? 

The benefit of developing offshore sub-sea hydrogen storage facilities is that they are not immediately 

adjacent to communities, thereby minimising societal impacts.  To access these storage facilities, 

pipeline infrastructure would be required to link up with onshore facilities. Here, there would 

obviously be a requirement for public engagement, including:  

• Transparent and public engagement of (local or adjacent) communities, sharing and 
explaining the evidence about the ability to safely transport and store hydrogen;  

• Explaining the economic benefits that can accrue to the involved territories/communities 
(e.g. support to local public facilities or activities; creation of jobs); 

• Demonstrating the "green value" of the initiative, as substantial and concrete contribution 
to climate change; 

• Explaining the benefits of repurpose existing carbon-based infrastructure (such as power 
stations) to future hydrogen usage. 

 

Q8. What regulatory and statutory framework should be put in place to allow for geoscientific 

investigation of the potential for geological storage of hydrogen in the future? 

N/A 

 

Q9. What specific aspects would be needed for any research and development to test the 

feasibility of storing hydrogen underground, particularly in respect of depleted gas fields? 

While underground hydrogen storage in salt caverns is already operational in several locations 

around the world, underground hydrogen storage in depleted reservoirs is not yet a mature 

technology.  However, no matter the geological formation identified for use, technical and economic 

research would have to be carried out, for example20: 

• Costs: For depleted gas reservoirs the costs are likely to be much lower than aquifers and 
salt caverns as gas reservoirs have already been used in the past, with existing information 
on the geological formations and at least some infrastructure already in place.  

• Capacity: Geological formations have very significant storage capacity; however, salt caverns 
tend to be smaller than depleted gas reservoirs and aquifers. 

• Chemical Reactions: Aquifers and depleted gas reservoirs that contain sulphuric gas or 
minerals could potentially cause a reaction between hydrogen and sulphur which could lead 
to a decrease in storage efficiency 

• Leakage: Hydrogen is the lightest molecule on Earth, appropriate measures need to be put 
in place to ensure its secure storage.  For salt caverns, risk of escape is relatively low. 

• Cushion Gas: a large amount of gas needs to be injected in the subsurface in order to 
maintain a minimum pressure in the cavern or reservoir.  For cost reasons, natural gas could 
be used as cushion gas, however, more research is necessary regarding the reactivity 
between hydrogen and methane. 

 
20https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid:84f14de1-74d7-48c5-a5f9-a83a8c9482c4/datastream/OBJ/download  

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid:84f14de1-74d7-48c5-a5f9-a83a8c9482c4/datastream/OBJ/download
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• Discharge time: In order to use these storage sites efficiently, high injection speeds are 
essential in order to store as much hydrogen as possible during periods of high hydrogen 
production and low hydrogen demand.  Vice versa, hydrogen extraction speeds need to 
meet the demand for hydrogen during periods of energy shortage. 

Any research and development into long-term storage should also explore the potential for Ireland 

to connect into the UK and EU hydrogen networks which would provide resilience to the Irish energy 

system. 

 

Q10. Are there any predefined geographical areas of interest in relation to potential hydrogen 

storage? 

As mentioned above, there are several geological sites in Ireland that can potentially be used for 

large scale hydrogen storage, which will dictate the geographical location.  Some of these sites 

already have a level of infrastructure in place and are connected to, or in the vicinity of, the existing 

gas network: 

• Depleted Kinsale Head gas field, 

• Islandmagee, Co. Antrim, 

• Corrib gas field when depleted in the future, 

• Salt caverns offshore Dublin and Shannon. 

The geographical location of large above ground storage tanks and small pressurized tanks will 

ultimately be determined by the economics of the project for the optimum solution.  

 

Q11. What types of technologies, including any existing infrastructure, could be put in place to 

facilitate hydrogen storage? 

The depleted Kinsale Head gas field and associated infrastructure is currently in the final stages of 

decommissioning and removal off the south coast of Ireland.  This facility could be used for 

hydrogen storage in the future. Transforming the site and repurposing the reservoir for green 

hydrogen could deliver large-scale storage for Ireland.  The County Cork region is ideally placed to 

support this project, having one of the largest natural harbours in the world, good energy and 

transport connectivity, and a refinery and gas reception terminal.  Future developments at the 

depleted gas field should progress with these opportunities in mind. 

In the near future the Corrib gas field will also reach its end of life, which is expected to be sometime 

in the late 2020s or early 2030s.  This gas field is currently serviced by extensive infrastructure that 

could be utilised with the depleted gas field for hydrogen storage.  Prior to decommissioning of this 

facility and its infrastructure, studies should be carried out for its suitability for hydrogen storage 

and the level of repurposing required. 
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Q12. What would be the major challenges and opportunities presented by the possibility of 

storing hydrogen underground for the long term, particularly so to be able to effectively balance 

consumer demand and supply during peak periods and to address seasonal demand? 

As is the case with transport, hydrogen can be stored like natural gas. While this is comparably easy 

and tested in salt caverns that prevent smaller hydrogen molecules from escaping, the extent to 

which a depleted oil and gas reservoir can be used to store hydrogen requires further research and 

testing.  The Islandmagee, Dublin and Shannon sites are salt caverns so should be technically 

suitable for hydrogen storage.  The suitability of the depleted gas field at Kinsale and potentially the 

Corrib field in the future would need to be proven. 

Bulk seasonal storage is one of the main challenges of decarbonisation, however such capabilities 

already exist in the gas industry of today.  Underground storage is typically of such size that it can 

store gas volumes sufficient to cover today’s average gas demand for more than three months.  In 

comparison, today’s total electricity storage can only meet the average electricity demand for 

several hours. Depending on appropriate study and repurposing, underground storage facilities can 

also be used for seasonal hydrogen storage. 

Another key challenge is the regulatory framework for large storage facilities.  The correct market 

signals need to exist for operators to invest in hydrogen storage.  If the market conditions are not 

right and there is no investment forthcoming, storage may need to be developed as a regulated 

business providing a strategically important service for the energy system.  

Any research and development into long-term storage should also explore the potential for Ireland 

to connect into the UK and EU hydrogen networks which would provide resilience to the Irish energy 

system. 

 

Q13. What new environmental considerations should be considered in relation to hydrogen 

storage? 

In relation to this question, Gas Networks Ireland agree with the Consultation document statement: 

“Hydrogen can be used very safely as a fuel with residual risks managed to a level that is as low as 

reasonably practicable when all necessary standards and safety regulatory frameworks and enabling 

legislative requirements are in place.” 

 

Export Opportunity 

Q1. What is Ireland’s potential opportunity to export green hydrogen? What are the impacts of 

this on consumers and the economy? 

As the potential for energy from offshore wind generation is so vast and Ireland has high levels of 

fresh water supply, the capacity for green hydrogen production in Ireland appears to be very 

significant.  Hydrogen supply derived from renewable electricity is likely to grow substantially over 

the coming years, presenting an opportunity to eventually export some of this resource to foreign 

energy markets.  However, to use this resource in the most efficient manner and to exploit it for the 

full benefit of the Irish economy and reach our climate targets, priority should be given to using it to 

decarbonise the Irish energy system first and foremost.  Only when indigenously produced 

hydrogen has been fully utilised where it can in Ireland should export opportunities then be 

explored. 
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Ireland is currently heavily dependent on imported fossil fuels; therefore it would not be logical to 

export renewable energy produced in Ireland and simultaneously rely on imported, non-renewable 

sources for our own energy needs.  The task of decarbonising our energy system is immense, 

including the production of sufficient renewable energy to replace our current needs that are met 

with fossil fuels.  Using our own indigenously produced green hydrogen supply would bring not only 

decarbonisation, but also security of supply benefits.  Not having to depend on unreliable or distant 

energy sources is a key advantage and using indigenously produced hydrogen would also avoid some 

of the costs of transporting the energy to Ireland, providing savings to the Irish economy and 

consumers.  Developing green hydrogen to scale and associated cost reductions does not have to 

rely on export; scale and cost reductions can also be achieved domestically taking advantage of the 

existing gas infrastructure. 

 

Q2. How does export of green hydrogen compare with the direct export of renewable electricity 

through electricity HVDC interconnection? 

Exporting green hydrogen via a gas pipeline connected to the UK through the repurposing of one of 

the existing gas interconnectors or through the construction of a new interconnector brings several 

benefits to the Irish energy system, such as: 

• Access to the large UK and European mainland markets for Irish produced green hydrogen. 

• Energy security and resilience by enabling hydrogen to be imported and exported based on 
the variance in renewable energy availability through linking into the European Hydrogen 
Backbone (EHB). 

• Access to short term hydrogen storage in subsea pipelines and long-term storage which will 
be developed in the UK and mainland Europe.  

o This could be further enhanced by direct interconnection with the European 
mainland. 

• Facilitating quicker routes to market for hydrogen development in Ireland by providing 
access to bigger demand markets. 

• It is much more efficient (at least twice) and cost-effective to transport energy as a gas by 
pipeline than as electricity by cable. 

o When comparing the electrical East West InterConnector (EWIC) with the Gas 
Networks Ireland’s IC2: 

▪ the max energy flow per day is up to 31 times greater in the gas pipeline; 
▪ the comparable construction costs of the gas pipeline were less than 45% of 

the electricity interconnector; and,  
▪ IC2 has never experienced an unplanned outage compared to a four-month 

outage at the EWIC. 
o In addition to being more efficient and cost-effective, compared to electricity cables, 

hydrogen pipelines have the additional advantage of a lighter environmental 
footprint. One pipeline can replace several cables that would need to be installed 
separately.    

o Using hydrogen or renewable fuels to drive compressors would allow hydrogen to 
be transported carbon free.   

o The repurposing of existing pipelines is also advantageous in terms of public 
acceptance.   
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Q3. What methods and volumes of exportation are likely to be viable by 2030 and in the period to 

2035? 

Green hydrogen volumes produced in Ireland by 2030 and in the period to 2035 are unlikely to be 

large enough to be prioritised for export to foreign markets – Ireland will need to use all 

domestically produced renewable energy to meet our own renewable energy targets. Depending on 

hydrogen production ramp-up in Ireland in the 2030s, there could be potential for export beyond 

this timeframe. 

The European Hydrogen Backbone (EHB)21 initiative is a promising solution to accelerate hydrogen 

adoption for greater energy security and meet renewable targets. To achieve this, the EHB has 

accelerated its programme from 2035 to 2030 with the aim to meet the REPowerEU targets, which 

include a 10 MT target of domestic EU hydrogen supply, as well as a 10 MT target of hydrogen imports 

from outside the EU22.  

The planned hydrogen backbone network will largely be based on repurposing existing natural gas 

infrastructure.  Gas Networks Ireland is a key participant in this initiative with potential for using one 

of the existing gas interconnectors in the future to connect with industrial demand from industrial 

clusters and ports in the UK and beyond to the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. However, the 

EHB study only envisions one of Ireland’s interconnectors to the UK becoming a hydrogen 

interconnector by 2040.  This could potentially be repurposed sooner if demand for export was 

sufficient and Ireland had fully utilised hydrogen volumes for its own decarbonisation needs. 

 

Q4. How should Ireland support the development of green hydrogen exports? 

Development of green hydrogen export from Ireland to UK and European markets is best 

supported by scaling up indigenous hydrogen demand first and enabling supply to develop.  This is 

best achieved by providing market certainty through the right policies and regulations, and an 

ambitious hydrogen strategy setting out clear targets, timelines and financial support mechanisms.  

An enabling regulatory framework, funding model and supply agreements will provide correct 

market signals for investors to develop supply chains and expand their developments into export 

markets. 

Ireland should consider a similar approach and support mechanisms for its Hydrogen Strategy as 

other EU Member States have put in place, for example: 

• Fiscal incentives: exemption of surcharges; public – private partnerships; tax exemptions; 
direct funding.  

• Standards: European and International support; infrastructure; refuelling stations; end-use. 

• Support for Research and Development: entire hydrogen value-chain; skills and 
competences for the hydrogen future.  

• Administration: removal of administrative barriers; simplification of procedures for 
hydrogen; civil servants’ preparation.  

• Guarantees of Origin: International and European; green hydrogen; carbon footprint. 
 

 

 
21 https://ehb.eu/  
22 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_22_3131  

https://ehb.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_22_3131
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Safety and Regulation 

Q1. What is the appropriate safety framework for the future hydrogen economy? 

Gas Networks Ireland agrees with the Consultation document statement: “Hydrogen can be used 

very safely as a fuel with residual risks managed to a level that is as low as reasonably practicable 

when all necessary standards and safety regulatory frameworks and enabling legislative 

requirements are in place.” 

Although hydrogen has different characteristics compared to natural gas, they are closer in 

behaviour and risk than they are different. The safety framework for hydrogen should be similar to 

the current natural gas safety framework and European Union COMAH Regulations (Control of Major 

Hazards involving Dangerous Substances), based on a goal-setting, safety-case and safety-report 

approach, and major accident prevention policy.  The consistent application of the safety 

parameters should apply to any and all entities along the hydrogen value chain, from production, 

transportation, storage etc., although there may need to be risk-based thresholds below which some 

requirements do not apply as is currently the case for COMAH sites. 

The final approach adopted should include a demonstration that the level of personal and societal 

risk is as low as reasonably practicable that is explicitly accepted by the appropriate safety regulator. 

GNI will be required to build its case for hydrogen safety. This will be determined through leveraging 

international experiences like those in HyDeploy, UK, existing industry/ academic research studies 

coupled with GNI specific trials on its own gas networks.  This will provide the required safety 

regulatory evidence base to assure our regulatory authorities and shareholders that end users can 

safely adopt green hydrogen blends across the full spectrum of end users in Ireland.  Small scale 

trials will greatly assist in this regard to demonstrate the case for hydrogen safety. This will be 

required prior to the introduction of green hydrogen blends into Irish gas networks and end users’ 

assets and appliances. Once small-scale trials are completed, scaling up towards hydrogen clusters 

should follow, once the case for safety has been proven.   This approach aligns with the Climate 

Action Plan 2021, in which GNI was tasked with evaluating its own networks as well as assessing the 

impacts of green hydrogen blends on end user appliances.  A process of audit and inspection against 

that demonstration, KPI reporting, reporting of incidents (at all levels of the value chain, including 

end-user incidents), material-change approval, land-use-planning oversight, should be put in place.  

The relevant safety regulator should also regulate safety obligations of producers, shippers and 

suppliers of hydrogen, as well as duties of large commercial users (for example power stations).  This 

latter category might require a threshold or thresholds below which certain duties do not apply to 

the point where smaller commercial hydrogen users are simply regulated via existing occupational 

health and safety legislation. 

The Consultation document discusses the legislative changes required to ensure public safety risks 

associated with the “generation, pipeline transportation and utilization of hydrogen” are as low as 

reasonably practicable (ALARP).  This is not disputed, but legislation must also cover storage of 

hydrogen and transportation by other means (e.g. road, rail).  This may have been deliberately 

omitted as existing safety legislation covers storage of hazardous chemicals and transportation of 

dangerous goods by road and rail, but in the context of developing an almost entirely new hydrogen 

economy, integrated with renewable electricity generation, such regulation should be considered 

holistically to ensure that interfaces are minimised, standards and requirements are both 

appropriate to the level of risk involved, but also consistent across the full value chain.  For example, 

transportation of hydrogen by road should not become preferable to transportation by pipeline 

simply because the safety obligations are less onerous.  Similarly, conversion of hydrogen to 
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ammonia or other chemical formats for storage or transportation should not circumvent safety 

obligations simply because the hydrogen is no longer in the form of hydrogen gas. 

 

Q2. What state body should be nominated as the hydrogen safety regulator, charged with 

responsibility for the development, implementation and oversight of the hydrogen safety 

framework for the various elements of the future hydrogen economy? 

Gas Networks Ireland advocates that all functions of the development, implementation and 

oversight of the hydrogen safety framework for the various elements of the future hydrogen 

economy should be carried out by one state entity nominated as the hydrogen safety regulator.  As 

the hydrogen economy is predicted to develop quickly over the coming decade and beyond, the 

hydrogen safety regulator should be sufficiently resourced to enable timely decision-making. 

Under the current regulatory frameworks for safety, the Health and Safety Authority (HSA) regulates 

some safety elements of industries that will be involved in the hydrogen value chain (e.g. renewable 

electricity generation, high voltage electricity transmission, production and storage of chemicals and 

fuels such as hydrogen, occupational health and safety, safe use of chemicals and fuels etc.) and the 

Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) regulates others (e.g. transportation of natural gas by 

pipeline, regulation of domestic (and some commercial) gas installers and electrical contractors).  

The application of such an approach to a future integrated energy/ hydrogen value chain will, 

however, inevitably create boundaries and differences in approach that may be to the detriment of 

both the hydrogen industry, but also to the general public.  A single regulator with safety oversight 

of the entire integrated energy/ hydrogen value chain is considered a more practical proposition for 

all stakeholders. 

A single hydrogen safety regulator covering all elements of the hydrogen value chain must be 

suitably resourced in renewable electricity generation, high voltage electricity transmission, 

manufacturing and production, including of hazardous material such as fuels and chemicals.  It 

should also have competency in storage, road transport, rail and pipeline transportation of fuels/ 

hazardous substances and their ultimate use by end users, particularly pertaining to industry if 

hydrogen is to be predominantly an industrial rather than domestic fuel.  This may require changes 

to the regulatory status quo whereby safety regulation of different aspects of industries that will be 

involved in the hydrogen value chain are, at present, the remit of separate regulatory entities.  The 

chosen regulator should be required to publish transparent guidance and criteria for duty-holders in 

relation to regulatory processes, particularly safety-case type submissions, assessments and 

approvals.   

The commercial and allied regulatory aspects are equally as important as the technical and safety 

considerations:  Unless hydrogen producers can be paid for their product and hydrogen users can 

afford to buy it then hydrogen will not be a commercially viable proposition and will therefore be 

unlikely to be developed in such a way as to contribute significantly to the decarbonisation of the 

Irish economy.  It is critical, therefore, that the production, sale, transportation, storage and usage of 

hydrogen are regulated (commercially) in a fair and transparent way.  Furthermore, since hydrogen 

will likely be produced from renewable electricity, its commercial regulation must be considered 

holistically as part of the overall commercial regulation of an integrated energy system.  As is 

currently the position in the UK, the commercial and safety regulatory functions of the energy 
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industry do not necessarily need to be held by the same entity and indeed there may be advantages 

to this23.   

 

Q3. What international standards will be necessary for products and processes used in the 

hydrogen industry, particularly in regard to safety? What standards should be adopted in Ireland 

and why? 

European and Irish gas infrastructure technical standards will need to be updated to provide for 

blends of natural gas and hydrogen and for 100% hydrogen. National Standards Authority of Ireland 

(NSAI) and the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) are actively engaged in a 

standardisation programme related to necessary safety and technical standards required for 

hydrogen. Standards related gas infrastructure participation in the hydrogen standards development 

activities, by Irish gas industry experts and academia, is via the Gas Technical Standards Committee 

(GTSC) of the NSAI.  In addition, hydrogen standardisation requests issued by the European 

Commission are being closely monitored by the NSAI GTSC committees. Gas Networks Ireland 

supports the NSAI’s submission to this section of the consultation. 

In the EU legislative proposal Hydrogen and Gas Markets Decarbonisation Package24, Article 20 

states “Transmission system operators shall accept gas flows with a hydrogen content of up to 5% by 

volume at interconnection points between Union Member States in the natural gas system from 1 

October 2025, subject to the procedure described in Article 19 of this Regulation”. While Ireland is 

not directly connected to a Union Member State, it is connected indirectly via the UK (which in any 

case has confirmed that it will align with this ambition), so this timeframe provides a clear view of 

the European ambition to have blended hydrogen on existing gas networks. All of the enabling 

legislative requirements, safety regulatory framework(s), standards, market arrangements, etc 

should be completed well in advance of the aforementioned date, so that all regulatory approvals 

can be in place by then.  These frameworks will enable (i) hydrogen blends to flow across the 

interconnector from the UK and (ii) indigenous green hydrogen to be injected into the national gas 

network in Ireland.  

 

Supports and Targets 

Q1. What scale of ambition is right for Ireland regarding hydrogen production targets? What 

timelines should be set for these targets? 

Gas Networks Ireland believe that as much green hydrogen (and other renewable gases) should be 

used to displace natural gas until the gas network has been decarbonised. 

Ireland has enormous potential for green hydrogen production which can be used throughout the 

Irish economy in a varied of sectors. The European Union also has ambitious targets for hydrogen 

use in Europe to contribute to decarbonisation and move away from reliance on Russian gas.  

Ireland’s targets for green hydrogen should match our potential and timelines should be realistic, yet 

 
23 The Lord Cullen inquiry into the Piper Alpha disaster in 1988 concluded (amongst many other things) that the UK 
Department of Energy's dual remit of commercial exploitation and safety regulation of North Sea oil and gas were a causal 
factor in the incident and that they should in future, be separated (thereafter the Health and Safety Executive took on the 
role of safety regulation of the oil and gas industry).      
24https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:0c903f5a-5d8b-11ec-9c6c-
01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:0c903f5a-5d8b-11ec-9c6c-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:0c903f5a-5d8b-11ec-9c6c-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
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ambitious. Targets and timelines need to be clear to incentivise the required investment and ensure 

we do not risk losing an opportunity to fully develop green hydrogen in Ireland. 

The SEAI’s National Heat Study reports that Ireland has the potential to produce up to c.90TWh of 

green hydrogen if available renewable generation resources are fully utilised.  Ireland’s hydrogen 

targets should complement our potential for green hydrogen production. Gas Networks Ireland 

believes that as much green hydrogen (and other renewable gases) should be used to displace 

natural gas until the gas network has been decarbonised.  We should aim to produce enough green 

hydrogen to also decarbonise all other sectors that have a demand for green hydrogen. 

Subsequently, preparations could be made to be ready to export any surplus green hydrogen (which 

is likely with Ireland’s potential) to European markets. 

As part of the European Union’s REPowerEU plan, the European Commission has set a target of 10 

million tonnes of domestic European green hydrogen production and 10 million tonnes of green 

hydrogen imports by 2030 on an EU wide basis.  Although it is still not clear if these targets will feed 

into national frameworks, Ireland should set a goal to assist in meeting these targets by the year 

2030.  The REPowerEU plan also recognises the need to accelerate the hydrogen market through 

increased sub-targets for specific sectors to be agreed by the co-legislators. 

Gas Networks Ireland believes that it would be helpful to include a hydrogen trajectory to 2050 in 

Ireland’s Hydrogen Strategy, setting out in detail the role hydrogen could play in Ireland’s future 

clean energy system. If this is to be presented via a number of different pathways or scenarios, then 

the potential role of dedicated, networked hydrogen infrastructure needs to be considered.   The 

European Hydrogen Backbone Initiative envisages hydrogen infrastructure development in Ireland 

by 2030, a potential hydrogen “valley” network around Cork by 2035 and a more extensive national 

100% hydrogen network connected to Europe by 2040. 

Targets should also take account that, as per proposed EU legislation and UK plans, hydrogen blends 

could be flowing cross the gas interconnector into the Irish network from the UK by 1st October 

2025.  All the enabling legislative requirements, safety regulatory framework(s), standards, market 

arrangements, etc. should be completed well in advance of the aforementioned date so that all 

regulatory approvals can be in place by then. Indigenous green hydrogen will then also be able to be 

injected into the national gas network in Ireland. 

 

Q2. How should the deployment of hydrogen in Ireland be funded/supported? 

To support the deployment of green hydrogen at scale in Ireland, government backing will be crucial, 

particularly at the development stage of the industry.  A strong regulatory and legal framework will 

need to be put in place to provide certainty to industry and support investment.  As with other 

renewable energy technologies when in their infancy,  appropriate financial support mechanisms to 

ensure hydrogen competitive in the market will be essential. 

There are several schemes that can be considered. Feed-in tariffs have been effective in the 

electricity and biofuels markets.  Or, depending on market maturity and falling production costs, a 

feed in premium could eventually be phased in.  Obligation schemes could be used for hydrogen as 

they have been utilised in the transport sector and may be used to incentivise renewable heat in the 

future.  Capital grants should be considered for hydrogen infrastructure development.  The financial 

support could be limited to what is necessary but should aim to make green hydrogen competitive 
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compared to fossil fuels.  Such supports should  also be flexible and respond to falling production 

costs as the market matures. 

Renewable gas certification will also play an important role in supporting the growth of the green 

hydrogen sector.  A system of certification of the hydrogen injected in the gas networks will see the 

decarbonised benefits of the renewable gas being accrued to purchasers of the related certificates in 

line with the incentives, policy and market conditions in place at the time. 

To accelerate hydrogen projects throughout Europe, the European Commission’s REPowerEU plan 

will make additional funding of €200 million available for research, and the Commission commits to 

complete the assessment of the first Important Projects of Common European Interest by the 

summer of 2022. The European Commission will provide €86 billion for renewables with an 

additional €27 billion for the development of hydrogen infrastructure by 2030. Though the criteria 

for the allocation of these funds has not been outlined, a well-developed hydrogen strategy and 

project plan would be required. 

The Commission will also roll out Carbon Contracts for Difference to support the uptake of green 

hydrogen by industry and specific financing for REPowerEU under the Innovation Fund, using 

emission trading revenues to further support the switch away from Russian fossil fuel dependencies.  

Ireland should ensure that it engages with all European research, financial and Projects of Common 

European interest projects and funding opportunities, whether at governmental or industry levels. 

 

Q3. What are the potential policy options for incentivising for hydrogen end-users? 

Promoting demand in a cluster approach is key.  For example, hydrogen clusters could be 

established around Dublin, Cork, Galway, Waterford and the Shannon Estuary dedicated to industrial 

processes capable of decarbonising using green hydrogen, and new industries such as synthetic fuels 

and fertiliser based on green hydrogen from offshore wind energy. 

Stimulating green hydrogen demand is critical to de-risk investment for hydrogen producers. Setting 

ambitious emission targets for sectors such as transport, starting with public transport and public 

sector, industry and electricity can incentivise the uptake of green hydrogen. 

A hierarchy of use could be developed for the use of green hydrogen based on identification of high 

value/efficient applications, focussing on sectors without alternative options for decarbonisation, for 

example, in heavy transport, industry – cement/glass/fertiliser, and power generation – dispatchable 

backup. 

 

Q4. How should green hydrogen be incentivised in the electricity market? 

• A secure, resilient, reliable net-zero energy system is not possible without a backup power 

generation fleet that is fuelled by a zero-carbon source - green hydrogen will fulfil this role. 

• Implement ambitious targets for CO2 grid intensity to create demand for dispatchable hydrogen 

power generation. 

• Create a new market mechanism for the delivery of zero-carbon dispatchable generation. 

• Incentivise existing gas power plants to transition to hydrogen or be hydrogen ready. 
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• Promote zero-carbon dispatchable power generation at hydrogen clusters, which could be based 

around Dublin, Cork and the Shannon Estuary, dedicated to large scale production, storage and 

use of green hydrogen from offshore wind energy. 

A detailed economic model of the all-Ireland electricity system achieving net-zero CO2 emissions in a 

linear trajectory from 2030 to 2050 was developed by Baringa in 202125. When green hydrogen only 

was used in a scenario, it was found that hydrogen powered CCGTs became the main thermal 

generation technology in the generation capacity mix of the Irish market, with over 4GW installed 

capacity by 2050, and combined with over 2GW of hydrogen powered OCGTs providing system 

flexibility. 

 

Q5. What policies should be put in place to develop further hydrogen-based enterprises? 

N/A 

 

Q6. How could supports and targets account for cross sectoral deployment of hydrogen? 

Hydrogen clusters promote the deployment and development of green hydrogen in Ireland based on 

cross sectoral supply, demand and use.  The following should be considered for Ireland’s Hydrogen 

Strategy: 

• Promote demand using a cluster approach with potential for hydrogen clusters based around 
Dublin, Cork, Galway, Waterford and the Shannon Estuary dedicated to industrial processes 
capable of decarbonising with dedicated green hydrogen. 

• Create a clear vision of Ireland’s future hydrogen economy in a national hydrogen strategy that 
sets out the framework for hydrogen cluster development. 

• Create a regulatory environment conducive to the development of hydrogen clusters by creating 
business certainty as well as adequate incentive and financial support schemes. 

• Close the gap in (or amending) permitting procedures for hydrogen clusters. 

Hydrogen clusters are ‘bottom-up’ creators of local acceptance and awareness of the importance of 

hydrogen for the energy transition.  Through local value creation, additional job creation, the 

improvement in air quality and the resulting visibility, promoting hydrogen clusters can pave the 

way for the full cross sectoral roll-out of green hydrogen in Ireland. 

 
  

 
25https://www.baringa.com/BaringaWebsite/media/BaringaMedia/PDF/20210629-Baringa-Endgame-Final-Version.pdf  

https://www.baringa.com/BaringaWebsite/media/BaringaMedia/PDF/20210629-Baringa-Endgame-Final-Version.pdf
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Energy Security 

Q1. What contribution could domestic green hydrogen supply make towards Ireland's energy 

security?  

In 2020, the European Union developed a hydrogen strategy, recognising the potential of the fuel 

source as playing a significant part in the Union’s target of achieving a climate-neutral society by 

2050. Following the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, the growth of indigenous 

hydrogen production within the EU became even more important as a security of supply measure. 

Consequently, the REPowerEU plan published in May 2022 set a target of 10 million tonnes of 

domestic green hydrogen production and 10 million tonnes of imports by 2030, to replace natural 

gas, coal and oil in hard-to-decarbonise industries and transport sectors. The plan also recognised 

the need to accelerate the hydrogen market through increased sub-targets for specific sectors to be 

agreed by the co-legislators.  

REPowerEU details that replacing coal, oil and natural gas in industrial processes not only reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions but also strengthens energy security. In numbers, energy savings, 

efficiency, fuel substitution, electrification, and an enhanced uptake of green hydrogen, biogas and 

biomethane by industry could save up to 35 bcm of natural gas by 2030 (on top of what is foreseen 

under the European Commission’s Fit for 55 proposals) and in this way, support the ambition of the 

European Union to remove its dependency on gas and oil imports from third countries, such as 

Russia.  

Given Ireland’s potential for 90 TWh of green hydrogen from renewable generation sources, as 

previously noted, indigenous green hydrogen has the potential to enhance Ireland’s energy 

security. 

 

Q2. What role could hydrogen storage play regarding security of supply?  

Gas storage facilities are critical infrastructure to ensure security of supply.  Storage facilities can 

provide customers with protection against risk of supply shortages and potential disruptions by 

providing stability. Storing green hydrogen in significant quantities can also considerably reduce 

Ireland’s exposure to geopolitical risks associated with the importation of energy. 

When produced at times when solar and wind energy resources are abundantly available, green 

hydrogen can support the electricity sector by providing storage and avoiding curtailment.  The 

storage potential for hydrogen is particularly beneficial as it allows renewable energy to be kept not 

only in large quantities, but also for long periods of time.  This means that hydrogen can help 

improve the flexibility of energy systems by balancing out supply and demand but also enhancing 

security of supply. For energy system resilience, hydrogen storage located within clusters will need 

to be connected via pipe networks. 

A certain amount of hydrogen can also be injected into the gas network (blended with Natural Gas 

or 100% repurposed) for storage purposes using the ‘linepack’ capacity of the network, reducing the 

need for large-scale storage investment, but still providing energy system flexibility, increasing 

energy system resilience and facilitating security of supply.  Hydrogen injected in the gas network 

enhances security of supply for everyone, not just at the local regional level.   


